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FX, RATES & MACRO DESK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

USD/INR: USD/INR September futures trades at 73.57. Primary trend remains downward. Sell on rise remains the

trade but with stop above 74.10 on a closing basis. Support is near 73.00 folllowed by 72.50.

EUR: We got the dip we were looking for. EURUSD kissed the 1.1750 levels and bounced back above 1.1800

handle. Trade still remains to buy the dip but stop needs to be below 1.1690 on a closing basis. Target remains

1.1950/1.2000.

GBP: As expected GBPUSD fell from 1.33 towards 1.29 levels. It has bounced back close to 1.30 now. It is early

to confirm whether the corrective decline is over or not. Therefore, we need to watch this pair as it oscillates

between 1.2850 and 1.3050.

JPY: JPYINR is managing to rebound from 68.90/95 support on September futures. As long as the support holds,

I expect a rebound towards 69.55/60 levels. Nevertheless, below 68.90, reverse to short for 68.00 levels.

MACRO VIEW

Can ECB pull a Fed today and announce a target like a 'average inflation of 2%"? I think not. The credibility of ECB

to hit that target remains far lower than US Fed. Most importantly, it the not their ability to achieve the target

inflation which is important but it is their commitment to continue to pursue an ultra-easy monetary policy till

the inflation gets there and unemployment rate is low. It will hard to find any money manager who would like to

bet on ECB embarking on a rate hiking cycle even if there was no COVID. With COVID it is a forgone conclusion.

ECB could face the same fate as Japan, where rates were floored near zero for a very long time. Therefore, what

can ECB do today to support economic growth?

If one compares the financial conditions in Eurozone with US, in former it has been tighter than latter.  This is the

reason why Eurozone economic data has begun to underperform US, even though in America, the COVID situation

is far precarious than in Europe, in spite of a second wave in latter. Four key pillars of financial conditions are (i)

sovereign rates (ii) credit spreads (iii) stock prices and (iv) exchange rate.  In Eurozone, much of the sovereign

curve is near zero or under zero but credit spreads have room to drop. Eurozone stocks have not been a laggard

compared to US indices and Euro remains strong against USD and host of other currencies. ECB needs to increase

the asset purchases by at least 500 billion euros to have a positive impact on credit spreads, bond prices, equity

markets and negative impact on the Euro. However, ECB's ability to weaken the Euro remains limited as Fed is

playing a far more aggressive game on monetary easing.

US Fed is now aiming for "average inflation" of 2% and maximum employment. If Fed means what it says, then it

will have to keep its monetary policy ultra-easy for a long time, to ensure US Dollar remains weak, credit markets

calm, long term and short term yields low and stock valuations high. In a way, one can say, Fed has probably

adopted "weak US Dollar policy". Historically, inflation has not sustained at high levels when USD has remained

strong. Hence, the need for US Dollar lead reflation. Also, a weak USD is now at the heart of the global/US refla-

tion theme. Therefore, a strong US Dollar is not a desired outcome for neither US central bank nor EM central

banks. Europe is caught in a bind. It wants strong global growth to feed on global demand but also wants Euro

to stay weak. A dilemma for the currency union's policymakers. However, it is good news for EMs like India. As

long as the economy keeps recovering, a wall of money can continue to pour in from foreign investors & specs.
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